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Amethod is described for simulating the variability of outcomes encountered in a variety of settings.
Outcome values falling within a specified range are randomly generated and presented across subjects
and trials, so that, over time, the averagevalues seen byall subjects in a condition are the same. Randomly
varying reinforcement dimensions (such as magnitude) over trials for each subject is recommended to
enhance both the internal and the external validity of laboratory results. In addition, it can be used to
study the effects of the variability or uncertainty of outcome dimensions such as magnitude and dura
tion in investigations of behaviors such as matching, melioration, and behavioral momentum.

Research into reinforcement effects is examining rein
forcement's role in increasingly complex situations, such
as decision making in organizations (e.g., Goltz, 1992,
1993; Hantula & Crowell, 1994a, 1994b). Complex phe
nomena are often dependent on an array ofhighly varying
factors, which laboratory researchers attempt to succes
sively isolate. Thus, one or two independent variables of
interest are manipulated and other potential influences
are controlled, either by holding them constant or by ran
domly distributing them across conditions. For example,
instructions in an experiment are held constant while
subjects are randomly assigned to conditions.

In research into reinforcement effects, the former
method is often used. Characteristics ofreinforcement are
held constant across subjects, trials, and conditions (e.g.,
amount or duration ofreinforcement). Our purpose in this
paper is to recommend that extraneous reinforcement di
mensions be randomly distributed across subjects, con
ditions, and trials rather than held constant. We propose a
method to do so and describe an application of the method.
In addition, we suggest that this tool be used to study ef
fects of manipulating the variability ofa number of rein
forcement dimensions.

VALIDITY CONSIDERATIONS

Internal Validity
Holding certain dimensions of a factor constant while

studying the effects of other dimensions could be classi
fied as a form ofmono-method bias, a threat to construct
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validity, according to Cook and Campbell (1979). As they
stated, "Indeed, when all the manipulations are presented
the same way ... then the method is itself an irrelevancy
whose influence cannot be dissociated from the influ
ence of the target construct" (p. 66). As Fetterman (1994)
pointed out with respect to research into reinforcement
effects, while experimenters try to identify one dimen
sion or another as the single controlling factor, both di
mensions may affect the behavior. For example, perhaps
reinforcement probability affects the response rate of
subjects only when the duration ofaccess to reinforcement
is held constant or only when it is a certain length. If prob
ability is studied without ever varying duration, however,
researchers might believe that only rate ofreinforcement
contributes to the observed behavior.

To avoid this problem, researchers can systematically
vary reinforcement dimensions simultaneously to identify
any interactions. But when this is not desirable or feasible,
an alternative method is to randomly distribute values of
the dimensions not being investigated across subjects,
conditions, and trials. When dimensions of outcomes
other than the hypothesized independent variable are ran
domly varied, effects observed cannot be attributed to the
combined effects of a particular constant dimension and
the manipulated independent variable.

External Validity
Holding dimensions constant can also affect the exter

nal validity of research results. As Lewin (1979) noted,
"external validity, the generalizability of your results to
other settings, is also reduced if you unfortunately hold
constant a variable whose different levels have great im
pact in a second setting" (pp. 113~114). Two concerns are
whether the same results would occur with other values
of the controlled factor and whether they would occur
when the factor was not constant, which can be expected
in many settings. For example, the outcomes that people
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experience every day are quite variable in their magnitude,
sequence, duration, and frequency.

Thus, when one is studying situations in which vari
ability typically occurs, reinforcement dimensions such
as magnitude, sequence, duration, and frequency should
be randomized within a range of values across subjects,
conditions, and trials. This increases the generalizability
of the results in two important ways. First, results occur
even when a particular dimension is varied within sub
jects. In other words, each individual subject sees a se
quence of outcomes varying in the dimension. Second,
they occur even though specific outcome patterns expe
rienced are different across subjects. The variations
within subjects allow one to state with some confidence
that the observed effects are likely even in situations in
which there is a lot of noise in the feedback individuals
experience (e.g., fluctuating stock prices or market share).
The variations across subjects allow one to conclude that
the observed effects are likely across individuals who
have experienced differing patterns of outcomes.

Limitations of Using Constant Values:
An Example

One complex, multiply determined situation that has
received recent attention in research is the persistence or
escalation ofcommitment, the tendency ofdecision mak
ers to increase allocations to a course ofaction following
a setback (see Staw, 1996, for a review). A factor found
to affect this behavior is the decision maker's history of
outcomes for previous allocations (Goltz, 1992, 1993;
Hantula & Crowell, 1994a, 1994b), with a history of ir
regular or variable reinforcement predicting greater per
sistence and escalation than a history of fixed or contin
uous reinforcement.

In most studies of reinforcement effects on escalation,
amounts of outcomes have been kept constant across tri
als and subjects within a condition. Thus, for example, in
two experiments Goltz (1992) simulated the task ofstock
investing. Each subject was asked to "manage" $10,000
by periodically deciding how much to invest in a "stock"
alternative. Subjects in the large-magnitude condition al
ways received $30 per $100 invested in the stock when
investment in the stock resulted in a gain and always lost
$10 (per $100 invested in the stock) when investment in
the stock resulted in a loss. Small-magnitude subjects saw
the same amount on loss trials, but always received $10
per $100 invested in the "stock" alternative on gain trials.
Although the Goltz (1993) experiment used a different sce
nario from the two in Goltz (1992), subjects still saw con
stant amounts for gains and constant amounts for losses.

This use of constant values calls for caution in inter
preting results. Constant values might make the situation
appear artificial to subjects and result in artificial re
sponses. Subjects in a new decision-making situation have
been found to respond as if they have previously experi
enced variably occurring reinforcement (Goltz, 1993,
Experiment 2). It is probable that they also have experi
enced variability in terms ofother reinforcement dimen-
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sions. Therefore, research that randomizes outcome di
mensions within a range ofvalues simulates subjects' ex
periences in other settings better, and the results are less
likely to be questioned because of threats to internal and
external validity. For this reason, a randomization method
was developed and used in subsequent studies.

OUTCOME GENERATION TOOLS

Pseudo-Random Number Generators
Software subroutines that generate random values can

be designed to simulate the particular type of variability
of concern (e.g., magnitude, duration, delay). The sub
routine can be written to vary outcomes within constraints
(e.g., a certain range and mean) determined by the ex
perimenter. In fact, random numbers are used to simulate
stochastic processes in computerized models of busi
ness, economic, social, biological, physical, and chemi
cal systems over time (Maisel & Gnugnoli, 1972). It also
makes sense to use them in experiments on psychologi
cal and behavioral processes such as decision makers'
responses to varying outcome patterns.

These subroutines are termed "pseudo-random num
ber generators" because the numbers generated are ob
tained from strictly determined calculations but meet the
tests for random properties (Maisel & Gnugnoli, 1972).
For example, generators using the linear congruential
method contain a starting value (Xo), often called a "seed."
To begin the sequence, Xo is run through a linear equa
tion (e.g., it is multiplied by another value; then this re
sulting number is added to a constant; etc). To obtain the
next number in the sequence, this generated number re
places Xo' Sequences generated in this way are not re
ally random; all have a repeating cycle. However, the
equation is usually written to maximize the length of the
cycle and to generate values meeting properties expected
of random numbers, such as that they be equally distrib
uted if they are obtained from a uniform distribution.

Pseudo-random number generators are available in
most software libraries, such as Visual Basic, Visual C++,
and JAVA. Table I highlights functions available in these
and other libraries for generating random data from var
ious distributions. For programming pseudo-random
number calculations, a good resource is Knuth's (1981)
The Art ofComputer Programming: Semi-Numerical Al
gorithms. He presents algorithms for the linear congru
ential method as well as for other methods of generating
random numbers, such as a quadratic method and an ad
ditive method. He also provides an algorithm for the
technique of"shuffling" that can be used in combination
with the linear congruential method.

VI and VR Schedule Generating Programs
Computer programs have been written and used spe

cifically for generating variable interval (VI) and vari
able ratio (VR) schedules of reinforcement (see, e.g.,
Chayer-Farrell & Freedman, 1987; Hale, Myerson, &
Miezin, 1982; Hantula, 1991). They are used to deliver re-
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Table 1
Functions Available in Common Software Libraries for Generating Random Samples From Various Distributions

Probability Distribution Method or Technique Comments

Microsoft Excel 6.0 or later

Excel provides several worksheet functions that can be used to generate random samples.

Uniform(O,I) =RAND()
Uniform(1ower,upper) =(upper-lower)*RAND( )+Iower Where:

lower - Cell reference for lower bound of the distribution
upper - Cell reference for the upper bound of the distribution
Note: This provides a continuous distribution.
The result can be rounded to the nearest
integer for a discrete distribution.

StandardNormal( )
Normal(mean,stdev)

=NORMSINV(RAND( »
=NORMINV(RAND( ),mean,stdev) Where:

mean - Cell reference or value for the
arithmetic mean of the normal distribution
stdev - Cell reference or value for the standard
deviation of the normal distribution

result = rnd
result =(upper-Iower)*rnd + lower
Listing I

Visual Basic 3.0 or later

Uniform(O,I)
Uniform(1ower, upper)
StandardNormal( )

ANSI C and ANSI C++

The Microsoft Visual C++ compiler (version 4.2) was used for the following examples.

Uniform(O,I) srand(seedvalue); Note: The use of rand( ) from the standard C
result = library is not recommended for large samples
rand( )/double(RAND_MAX); as this is normally implemented as a 16 bit

integer method. Some implementations of C
provide a drand48( ) function which is
recommended over the rand( ) method.

result = (Upper-
Lower)*(rand( )/double(RAND
MAX) + Lower;
Listing 2

Uniform(1ower, upper)

StandardNormal( )

Java 1.0

The Symantec Cafe version of Java was used for the following examples. Note that Java is an interpreted language and as such pro
vides meager performance at this time, especially for numerically intense calculations.

Uniform(O,I) result = math.random( );
Uniform(1ower, upper) result = (Upper - Lower)

*math.random( ) + Lower;
Listing 3StandardNormal( )

inforcers after an interval during which a response has
occurred or after a certain number of responses have oc
curred. The number of responses or duration of the in
terval are varied around the mean interval or response to
reinforcement ratio desired by the researchers.

However, pseudo-random number generators offer
more flexibility than do these programs, most of which
are based on Fleshier and Hoffman's (1962) equation
(e.g., Hantula, 1991). Their equation improves on earlier
programs by avoiding the generation of values that re
sulted in a correlation between the probability of rein
forcement and the time since reinforcement. But it re
sults in a negatively skewed distribution ofvalues with a
large range. For instance, FleshIer and Hoffman provide
a progression of 12 intervals generated by their equation
for VI 30 sec. The resulting numbers range from 1.287
to 104.547, with eight numbers falling under the mean
and four numbers falling over the mean. The largest num
ber is thrice the mean value. Although this distribution of

values is appropriate for certain uses (see discussion in
Catania & Reynolds, 1968), it is likely to be inappropri
ate for other uses.

When other distributions are desired or when the ex
perimenter wishes to control the range of values, the
pseudo-random number generator can be used. For ex
ample, one could create a progression of intervals from
a uniform distribution ofvalues that averages to be 30 sec
with the specification that all values fall within the range
from 5 to 55 sec. Alternatively, one could selectively
change this mean, range, and/or distribution. Tests can be
performed on the sequence generated by the pseudo
random number generator to ensure that numbers do not
deviate from what would be expected from a distribution
of randomly generated numbers. For example, if the
pseudo-random number generator is chosen over the
Fleshier-Hoffman (1962) equation, and ifit is important
to ensure that values are not correlated with time since
reinforcement, tests can be performed to determine



whether the values generated by the pseudo-random gen
erator are auto-correlated.

ISSUES TO CONSIDER IN GENERATING
PSEUDO-RANDOM NUMBERS

Considering the Sample Size of Numbers
A number of computer languages provide a method

for generating a pseudo-random number based on a uni
form distribution. For speed and simplicity, most com
mercially available subroutines use the linear congruent
method for calculating this random value. Depending on
the constants selected for this method, the random num
ber generator may repeat the sequence after a large num
ber of samples. Thus, these random number generators are
adequate for smaller samples of values, but when large
samples are needed, the values that the system-supplied
routine generates should be analyzed in order to make
sure that they meet tests ofrandomness. We recommend
that this analysis be performed when greater than 30,000
random numbers are needed. When tests indicate that the
system-supplied values are inadequate, one can refer to
Press, Teukolsky, Vetterling, and Flannery (1992), who
provide C functions based on Knuth's (1981) guidelines
for generating random numbers for very large samples.

Selecting and Generating the Distribution
Selecting the distribution. The distribution used in

most commercially available programs is uniform; that
is, all the values ofan outcome within the specified range
have an equal chance ofoccurring, Using a uniform dis
tribution may be sufficient for many applications of the
pseudo-random number generator. In particular, it is use
ful for bolstering internal validity by demonstrating that
effects observed cannot be attributed to the combined ef
fects of a particular constant dimension and the manip
ulated independent variable. In addition, it is useful for
extending external validity by demonstrating that an ef
fect can be found across several values of a dimension,
since all values have an equal chance of occurring.

At times, though, researchers may wish to simulate
actual outcomes more closely. They may want to be able
to show that effects observed will occur even in the pres
ence of other dimensions that, in their natural state, tend
to vary within particular ranges and distributions. In these
instances, researchers should design the randomizer so
that it generates the distribution that tends to occur in the
field. Ideally, one would first assess the naturally occur
ring distribution, then design the experiment to simulate
it. Stock market changes, for example, have been found
to follow a logarithmic normal distribution (Hull, 1993);
experiments simulating stock market changes should
therefore generate random values using the logarithmic
normal distribution. When it is not possible to ascertain
what the naturally occurring distribution is, one might
use the normal distribution, since many types of out
comes are likely to be normally distributed.

Generating the distribution. While most computer lan
guages and spreadsheet programs provide some sort of
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method for generating a uniform distribution, few provide
methods to generate random numbers from a normal dis
tribution. One of the few exceptions to this is Microsoft
Excel, which provides a rich set of worksheet functions for
generating random samples from various probability distri
butions, including the normal distribution. Other products,
such as @RISK and Crystal Ball, can be used to generate
random samples. Togeneratea sample froma normal distri
bution, the technique usually employed is to generate a ran
dom number from a uniform distributionand then transform
this value into the desired distribution-in this case, the
normal (Maisel & Gnugnoli, 1972). An algorithm often
used for generating a normal distribution from a random
sample is provided in the National Bureau of Standards'
Handbook ofMathematical Functions (Abramowitz& Ste
gun, 1964). An implementation of the inverse normal dis
tribution for use in generating a standard normal sample is
shown for Visual Basic, C++, and Java, in Listings 1-3, re
spectively. An alternative approach using two random sam
ples is provided by Press et al. (1992). Knuth (1981) also
provides algorithms for generating alternative distributions.

Assessing the "Randomness" of Generated Values
At times it is important to determine the extent to

which a sequence is sufficiently random, as, for exam
ple, when a large sample ofnumbers is needed. As Press
et al. (1992) note, what is random enough for one appli
cation may not be random enough for another. For in
stance, one application may require that values not be
correlated, whereas another application may require that
the values be equally distributed. Therefore, to determine
the randomness of various dimensions of a sequence,
there are 10 different statistical tests that can be performed
on the sequence, as Knuth (1981) describes. Knuth pre
sents both equations and computer algorithms for the more
complicated of the 10 tests.

Many of these tests use the chi-square statistic to com
pare expected frequenciesof events with observed frequen
cies. The frequency test, for example, assesses whether
numbers occur significantly more or less frequently than
would be expected, on the basis of characteristics of the
distribution. In a uniform distribution, for instance, num
bers should be equally distributed. The serial test assesses
whether pairs or trios of successive numbers occur more
or less frequently than would be expected. The poker test
examines groups of five successive integers for patterns
and tests whether these patterns occur more or less fre
quently than would be expected. Statistics other than chi
square are more appropriate for examining other aspects
of the randomness of numbers. The serial correlation
test, for example, correlates a set ofvalues with their im
mediate successors. Numbers sequentially generated
should not be correlated with each other.

Knuth (1981) considers tests for the distribution of
numbers and serial correlations to be the two weakest
tests, in that nearly all number generators pass these tests.
Of the 10 tests, Knuth suggests that the strongest tests
are the run test and the collision test. The run test exam
ines the length of sequential number segments that are
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increasing or decreasing. Since adjacent runs are not in
dependent, the statistic V is used instead of chi-square.
This test can indicate whether the constant used in a lin
ear congruential generator is not large enough. As the
numbers in a sequence reach infinity, run lengths be
come normally distributed. When a constant is not large
enough, runs will be longer than normal. This test is es
pecially recommended for use with computerized random
number generators because most of them, such as the C
subroutine library, use the linear congruential method.

The collision test is also recommended for detecting
deficiencies of computerized generators. The collision
test can be used to test the randomness of values gener
ated by a random number generator simultaneously on
more than one dimension. Knuth (1981) describes it in
this way: "Suppose we have m urns and throw n balls at
random into those urns, where m is much greater than n.
Most of the balls will land in urns that were previously
empty, but if a ball falls into an urn that already contains
at least one ball we say that a 'collision' has occurred. The
collision test counts the number ofcollisions, and a gen
erator passes this test if it doesn't induce too many or too
few collisions" (p. 69). This test is recommended when
the number of categories (e.g., range of possible values)
is larger than the number of observations (e.g., actual
values generated). It uses the expected number ofobser
vations per category, which will be a fraction when there
are more categories than observations, to calculate the
expected number of collisions per category (urns in the
previous example). Expected collisions are then summed
across categories, and this value is compared with the
observed number of collisions.

APPLYING THE NUMBER GENERATOR:
AN EXAMPLE

A recent experiment illustrates the use of the pseudo
random number generator to simulate the variability of
outcomes found in organizations (Goltz, in press, Ex
periment I). This study examined behavioral momentum
as an explanation for escalation in an organizational con
text. As in the Goltz (1993) experiment, subjects per
formed a computerized task, playing the role of a com
pany decision maker trying to increase market share.
The subjects were asked to make a series of decisions
concerning the amount of additional money to allocate
to research and development during the course of 43
"quarters" over the period of several "years." Immedi
ately following each subject's allocation for a quarter, in
formation was presented concerning any increases or de
creases in market share. During the first 24 quarters
("acquisition"), a variable schedule ofreinforcement was
presented in terms of irregularly occurring increases and
decreases in market share. Continuous decreases in mar
ket share for investing in research and development ("ex
tinction") were presented during the last 19 quarters.

In this experiment, the pseudo-random number gener
ator was used in three ways: (I) to present different rates

of reinforcement using a variable schedule; (2) to ran
domize, with a specified range and mean, the magnitude
of the increases that subjects experienced during acqui
sition; and (3) to randomize, with a specified range and
mean, the magnitude of the decreases that subjects ex
perienced (both during acquisition and extinction). The
first use is similar to what has been done frequently in
operant research; values were not generated using Flesh
Ier and Hoffman's (1962) equation, however. The latter
two uses of the randomizer served the purpose of de
creasing the artificiality of the task and, as a consequence,
of increasing the external validity of the results. Thus,
these two uses are described here in more detail.

Magnitude of increases experienced by subjects was
manipulated in this experiment to create three condi
tions: small, medium, and large. This variable could have
been manipulated by presenting, for each particular con
dition, constant amounts of increases for all trials and sub
jects, as in the Goltz (1992, 1993) experiments. For exam
ple, the small-, medium-, and large-magnitude subjects
could havebeen presented with constant increases of .05%,
.15%, and .25%, respectively. However, subjects' re
sponses to unchanging magnitudes of increases may not
be the same responses that would occur to market share
increases that vary, a situation that is likely to occur in a
variety of organizational contexts. Thus, a different ap
proach was taken in the experiment. Amounts of gains
were individually generated for each trial for each subject
using a pseudo-random number generation subroutine
written in the ARAGO programming language. (ARAGO
is a derivation of the dBASE III language. Since most
readers are likely to be unfamiliar with this language, the
listing is not provided here. For a program listing, con
tact the first author.) Subjects in the large-magnitude con
dition experienced an average increase of .25% on trials
that resulted in an increase in market share (range:
.21%-.29%). Subjects in the medium-magnitude condi
tion experienced an average increase of .15% (range:
.11%-19%), and subjects in the small-magnitude condi
tion experienced an average increase of .05% (range:
.01%-.09%) on trials that resulted in an increase. Thus,
the specific pattern of amounts of gains seen by each
subject was different, although all subjects in each con
dition experienced the same average increase. Amounts
varied within a constant range across conditions (.09%)
and were generated from a uniform distribution.

Unlike magnitude ofincreases, magnitude of decreases
was not an independent variable in the experiment. How
ever, in order to reduce artificiality, the decreases were
also presented using a pseudo-random number generator.
Amounts of decreases in market share averaged to be .15%
in all conditions during both acquisition and extinction.
The actual decreases presented to subjects ranged from
.I I% to .19% and were also generated using a uniform
distribution. As with the increases, these amounts were
individually generated for each subject and trial, so the
specific sequences of the magnitudes of decreases sub
jects experienced differed across individuals.



Results of repeated measures analyses ofvariance indi
cated that the magnitude manipulation significantly af
fected allocations both during acquisition [F(2,227) =
5.41,p < .01, 112 = .05] and during extinction [F(2,227) =

5.01,p < .01,112 = .04]. Therefore, use of this approach
to control dimensions of reinforcement helped increase
the generalizability ofresults ofthe study in two important
ways. Significant effects ofmagnitude were found for both
experimental phases even when the actual amounts of in
creases and decreases seen by subjects varied within sub
jects across trials and when patterns of outcomes varied
acrosssubjects. This allowed the experimenter to conclude
with some degree ofconfidence that the effects are likely
to occur even in situations in which there is a lot ofnoise
in the feedback that individuals experience for allocation
decisions, such as when amounts of increases or decreases
in outcomes fluctuate. In addition, these results are likely
to occur even when the particular patterns of outcomes
experienced differ across individuals, which is possible
in a variety oforganizational settings. These conclusions
could not have been made with as much confidence had
magnitudes of increases and decreases been held con
stant across trials and subjects in the experiment.

In the example presented here, the variability of out
come magnitude was simulated. However, the pseudo
random number generator can be used to simulate other
characteristics of reinforcers that tend to vary in many
settings, such as the delay or duration of reinforcement.
For example, when the reinforcer in an experiment is ac
cess to a game or a break after hard work on a task, the du
ration and delay ofaccess could be varied around a mean
to simulate other situations. Agents allowing access to re
inforcers in other settings may not always be in a position
to immediately provide the access to the game or break
or to closely monitor the amount oftime someone has been
on break or playing a game. Thus delay and access time
are likely to vary within a range such as 5-30 min.

USING THE PSEUDO-RANDOM
NUMBER GENERATOR TO STUDY

EFFECTS OF VARIABILITY

Although to this point we have focused on the need for
researchers to vary dimensions of outcomes to increase
internal and external validity, this technique for random
izing dimensions of outcomes has other potential appli
cations. In particular, it can be used to study responses to
the degree of variability of a number of outcome dimen
sions. This line of investigation would be valuable in
terms of both extending research on reinforcement ef
fects and understanding implications of using randomly
varied values rather than constant values in experiments.

Extending Research on Reinforcement Effects
In research on reinforcement effects such as matching

(Rachlin, 1973), behavioral momentum (Nevin, 1988), and
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melioration (Herrnstein, 1982), it has been found that the
rate of reinforcement plays a large role in response pat
terns. The matching law (Herrnstein, 1970) captures this
relationship:

(where P refers to number ofresponses, R refers to num
ber of reinforcers, and A and B refer to two alternatives).
Reinforcement rate is a function of dimensions such as
amount, duration, probability, and delay. Recent research
investigations into the variability of some ofthese dimen
sions have revealed some interesting effects. Pseudo
random number generators, which can be used to control
outcome ranges, means, and distributions, could be used
to investigate effects of the variability ofreinforcement di
mensions more rigorously.

For example, a number of studies suggest that subjects
exhibit a preference for uncertain reinforcement over
certain reinforcement, such as a preference for variable
over fixed delays of delivery of reinforcement (Fantino,
1967; Herrnstein, 1964; Rider, 1983) and a preference for
uncertain large over certain small reinforcers (Young,
1981). This preference for uncertainty is significant be
cause Mellon and Shull (1986) and others (Grace & Nevin,
1997) found that outcome preferences in choice proce
dures are predictive of resistance to change in multiple
schedules. The bulk ofresearch to date that has been con
ducted on variability has concerned effects of variable
sequence and variable delay. The pseudo-random num
ber generator could be used to more systematically ex
amine reinforcement preferences for various types ofun
certainty (e.g., varying means, ranges, distributions) for
these and other reinforcement dimensions (such as the
amount of food or the duration during which food is
available in pigeon experiments). Researchers could ex
amine, for example, whether responses are the same
when two distributions of outcomes have the same form
(e.g., normal, uniform, or bimodal) but different ranges.
Another direction for future research might be to use the
pseudo-random generator to simultaneously manipulate
the degree ofvariability (e.g., constant, moderately vari
able, highly variable) of two or more dimensions of re
inforcement (e.g., delay and amount or delay and proba
bility) to examine whether variability effects are additive
or interactive.

Along similar lines, researchers interested in human
decision making in organizational and economic con
texts could use the pseudo-random number generator to
study effects of changing the level of uncertainty of de
cision-making outcomes. Uncertainty, a direct result of
the variability with which outcomes occur, is a topic dis
cussed frequently in this literature. For example, econo
mists consider it important for investors to look at both
the rate of return and the risk of the investment. They
measure uncertainty (risk) by assessing the dispersion of
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returns on investments around a mean (Hirshleifer &
Glazer, 1992). In addition, the uncertainty ofa decision
situation, called "equivocality," has been discussed as a
factor involved in the tendency ofdecision makers to es
calate (Bowen, 1989; Bragger, Bragger, Hantula, & Kir
nan, in press).

Understanding Effects of Simulating
Outcome Variability in Research

The need to study effects ofvariability is important as
well from the standpoint of using the pseudo-random
number generator to increase the internal and external
validity of studies. Using variable values, rather than con
stant values, of outcomes or reinforcers may do more than
extend generalizability. It may also change the nature of
the effects obtained. In particular, the aforementioned re
search indicating a preference for variabilityand a relation
ship between preference and resistance to change suggests
that increased variability may increase the persistence of
responses.

In the second experiment reported by Goltz (in press)
this possibility was examined by manipulating the vari
ability of the magnitude of outcomes. The task was the
same as in the first experiment. However,while all subjects
saw average increases of. I5% and average decreases of
.15% for every million dollars invested in research and
development, some subjects saw no variability in that
number (no-variability condition), others saw numbers
ranging from. 13% to .17% (small-variability condition),
and still others saw numbers ranging from. 11% to .19%
(large-variability condition). As predicted, large-variability
subjects were more persistent in their responses during
extinction. This generated an effect size of 7]2 = .05,
which was greater than the effect size found for rate of
reinforcement (7]2 = .04), also manipulated in this ex
periment. Owing to low power, however, significance
testing did not detect this variability effect [F(2,98) =
2.42, p = .09].

Results of this study and future research into variabil
ity effects will serve to point out which past studies using
constant values might be limited in their generalizability
to other situations varying in those values. When vari
ability effects are found for a dimension, caution should
be taken in interpreting past studies using constant val
ues for that dimension. Also, future studies should be de
signed to vary that dimension to increase the generaliz
ability of results. When variability effects are not found
for a dimension, the use of the pseudo-random number
generator is not needed for external validity reasons, but
may still be retained for internal validity considerations.

CONCLUSION

In summary, this paper proposes the use of the pseudo
random number generator to simulate the variability of
outcomes that occurs in many settings. This tool has a

number of potential applications. Randomly varying re
inforcement dimensions (such as magnitude) over trials
for each subject can be used for methodological reasons,
such as to avoid mono-method bias and to extend the ex
ternal validity of results. This use increases the credibil
ity oflaboratory research results. Further, the tool can be
used to facilitate systematic research on effects of vari
ability or uncertainty, topics that have interested re
searchers in several different fields.

This technique is powerful because it can be used to
vary a wide variety of outcome dimensions in order to
study a number of different behaviors. Thus far, for ex
ample, the majority of research on the matching law has
concerned effects of rate of reinforcement as manipu
lated through delay or probability. The random number
generator has the potential to facilitate increased re
search on other reinforcement parameters that are likely
to be involved in effects such as matching, melioration,
and momentum.
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Listing 1
Visual Basic Implementation to Generate

a Standard Normal Deviate

'Inverse Normal Distribution

Function InverseNormalDist(x As Double) As Double
Dim k, b l , b2, b3, b4, b5 As Double

lfx >= 0 Then
k = 1# / (l + 0.2316419 * x)
bl = 0.31938153 * k
b2 = -0.356563782 * k * k
b3 = 1.781477937 * k /\ 3
b4 = -1.821255978 * k /\ 4
b5 = 1.330274429 * k /\ 5
InverseNormalDist= I - NormaIDist(x)*(b I+ b2 + b3 + b4 + b5)

Else
InverseNormalDist= I - InverseNormalDist(-x)

End If
Exit Function
End Function
'Normal Function
Function NormalDist(ByRefx As Double) As Double
NormalDist = (l / Sqr(2 * 3.14159265359)) * Exp( -(x * x) / 2)
Exit Function
End Function

(Continued on next page)



return (1.0 I sqrt(2 * 3.14159265359)) * exp(-(x * x) I 2.0);
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Listing 2
C I C++ Implementation to Generate

a Standard Normal Deviate

#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>

IINormal Function
double NormalDist(double x)
{

}
II
IIInverse Normal Distribution
II
double InverseNormalDist(double x)
{

double k, bl, b2, b3, b4, b5 ;

if( x = 0)
{

k = 1.0 I (l + 0.2316419 * x);
bl = 0.31938153 * k;
b2 = -0.356563782 * k * k ;
b3 = 1.781477937 * pow(k,3) ;
b4 = -1.821255978 * pow(k,4) ;
b5 = 1.330274429 * pow(k,5) ;
return 1 - NormalDist(x)*(b 1+ b2 + b3 + b4 + b5) ;

}
else {

return 1 - InverseNormalDist(-x) ;
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Listing 3
Java Implementation to Generate

a Standard Normal Deviate

import java.lang.*;

1*
* imath - Fundamental Mathematical and statistical methods
* Author: Jim Northey, jnorthey@up.net
* Date: 2aug96

*
*1

public class imath
{
static final double al = 0.31938153;
static final double a2 = -0.356563782 ;
static final double a3 = 1.781477937 ;
static final double a4 = -1.821255978;
static final double a5 = 1.330274429 ;

II
II Inverse Normal Distribution
II
II Reference: Handbook of Mathematical Functions With Formulas,
II Graphs, and Mathematical Tables
II U.S. Dept. of Commerce,
II National Bureau of Standards
II Applied Mathematical Series No. 55
II Milton Abramowitz and Irene A. Stegun, Editors
V pp.930-934

public static double InverseNormalDist(double x)
{

if( x >= 0.0)
{

double k = 1.0 I (1.0 + 0.2316419 * x);
double series = a l *k + a2*k*k + a3*Math.pow(k,3)
+ a4*Math.pow(k,4) + a5*Math.pow(k,5) ;
return I - imath.NormaIDist(x) * series;

}
else
{

return I - imath.InverseNormalDist(-x) ;
}

}IIEnd InverseNormalDistO method
II
IlNormal Function
II
public static double NormalDist(double x)
{

return (I I Math.sqrtrz.OvMath.Plj) * Math.exp(-(x * x)/2.0);
}

}/*end imath class*1

(Manuscript received August 8, 1996;
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